WELCOME TO THE ORIGYNPLUS BASKETBALL EXPERIENCE BY ORIGYN SPORT!!!

We are excited to have you join the Origyn Sport Family! Below you will find the “science” behind our
very first product, the OrigynPlus Basketball. When we created this product, we wanted to emphasize
three key points:
1. What is the importance of ball rotation on my shot?
2. How does the OrigynPlus Basketball help me develop my rotation?
3. What is the purpose of the color on the OrigynPlus Basketball?

What is the importance of ball rotation on my shot?
Anyone who knows ANYTHING about the game of basketball will tell you that rotation is a key part of
an effective offensive arsenal. Hall of Fame NBA Coach, Arnold "Red" Auerbach, who is often regarded as one of
the greatest coaches ever, explained why rotation was so important in his book titled “Basketball for the Player,
the Fan, and the Coach.” In this book, he went into detail about how rotation increases (or decreases) the
likelihood of making a shot. Auerbach stated, “The fingertips […] help to impart backspin, which makes the shot
softer and helps the shot to be ‘lucky’[…]. Any ball that is shot without proper backspin rotation will go on to hit
the rim and stop because it does not have a chance to redirect through the hoop without that rotary force. The
rotation is all based on physics.”
●

Physics involved in the OrigynPlus Basketball Design:
The physics behind the importance of a basketball’s rotation when shooting a jump shot is known as the
conservation of angular momentum. Shooting a ball with proper rotation from your fingertips, instead of
your palm, allows two different types of motions to work together: the ball’s speed forward and the ball’s
rotation. The sum of the speed and rotation of the ball, this angular momentum, is maintained (conserved)
until the ball hits the rim, which it does at a greater speed and with greater friction than a ball without
rotation, and thus, slows more rapidly. This gives your jump shot a softer touch, with an increased chance
of going through the hoop.

Understanding the physics behind the rotation in your shot is a key factor in understanding how we got to our
finished product of the OrigynPlus Basketball. We took both the physics and the science of shooting a basketball
into account while designing this product.

How does the OrigynPlus Basketball help me develop Rotation?
The OrigynPlus Basketball was tested by over 1,000 different basketball players at many different levels
during our process of creating this product. Players developed better shot release formation, better shot rotation,
better fingertip control, and ultimately were able to make more shots when they enhanced these aspects of their
shot. The Origyn Sport Team strives to ensure that this will be able to provide more positive results based on our
testing.
The key to gaining and visualizing the proper backspin rotation on your shot is by following through the
release with your fingers. By using what we call the “Three Criticals,” you will be able to achieve a perfect
rotation on your shot. What are the “Three Criticals”? These are your index, ring, and middle finger[s], which, in
combination, are key in creating a strong backspin rotation on your shot. In any great shooter you see today, all
three of these fingers are used to locate the grooves on the basketball to gain grip and release the shot correctly.
The release of the ball should come off of your fingertips out of the grooves, not off of your palm. Our patented
“DeepGroove” design, that is implemented on our OrigynPlus Basketball, allows you to seam up the combination
of the “Three Criticals” into the grooves, and practice that action over and over again. Muscle memory will be
built, as players are able to feel the groove in a whole new way when training. The groove depth also allows
backspin to be created easier, due to the more enhanced feel of the grooves.
Our “DeepGroove” design on the OrigynPlus Basketball helps players develop more rotation on their shot
by highlighting one of the most important sections of the basketball that are used when shooting, THE
GROOVES. When the game speeds up, a lot of basketball players tend to get away from the fundamentals of
proper shot release. Players may begin to rush their shots and forget to feel for the grooves on their release. The
OrigynPlus Basketball can help players develop the muscle memory to naturally place their hands in a position
where their fingertips rest in the grooves on each shot. The grooves are a very important part of having proper
fundamentals within the game, as athletes can use them as leverage for jump shots, passes, and more. A standard
basketball has grooves of about 1-1.5mm indentation; our “DeepGroove” feature on the OrigynPlus Basketball
has grooves of about 3-4 mm indentation. This new concept allows players to locate the grooves faster, develop
better grip, and focus on fingertip follow-through upon release to help create proper rotation. The design of the
OrigynPlus Basketball can help players develop the proper muscle memory to locate the grooves of the basketball
when they are going to perform a play within the game. It helps the players form a natural habit that can easily be
translated to any basketball, on any court, within any gym for true domination of the game.

What is the Purpose of the Color on our OrigynPlus Basketball?
At Origyn Sport, we knew we wanted a black leather for the outer layer of the ball. Black absorbs every
color of the spectrum, making it easier for us to pick a color for the grooves. The bright, pantone orange that we
chose for the grooves contrasts the black very well, allowing it to easily stand out and easily be noticed and
identified when in use. We also decided to use this orange because it’s the color that most represents the sport of
basketball. Orange can also make a person feel more excited, enthused, and happy while working out. This color
retains focus and attention.
We wanted to pick colors that are attractive to the eye, but also that are attractive to the mind. The mental
aspect is important to us because we feel that if you are happy while doing something, you’ll likely do it better.
We want to bring YOU into our Origyn Sport Family and make YOU just as excited and happy about our shared
passions as we are. We pride ourselves on bringing athletes what they need, because we are a company built by
athletes and know all that is sacrificed along the road to success. Our tools are here to assist YOU.
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